
Lettering - As per sketches.
 BASS/PIKE is black (not always).
Sample Tares
DC 110432 31.0t  Tare 14.950kg - `maroon'
110678 31.0t  Tare 14.850kg - red/grey
110598 31.5t  Tare 14.900kg - `brown'
DC 460158  31.5t  Tare 14.900kg - yellow/grey
112280 31.5t  Tare 14.450kg - red
Wagon Numbers  

OBA  110001-800   OCA  112000-399  SPA  460002-461101
ZAA DC460002-46/48-117/21/2/124-131, 133-6/8-210/12-220, 
460222-265/67-331; ADC 460345/63/400/7/14, 1945/72/90/98, 
460518/29/39/ 41/59/71, 637/55/57/ 63/65. 750/5195, 
810/20/23/61/83, 935/39/42/49, 1059/65/72/82/96/96 (ADC Nos. were 
not labelled as PIKE) 
ZDA (ex OBA)  DC110-485, except ADC 110233/57/392/93/446/76 
+ DC nos. from Lot 3930: 
e.g.DC110546/55/6/60/3/93/635/58/76/87/8/91/7/705/6/15/22/6/33/41/
50/8/72/91/4/7/800; ADC110610/704/40/68/ 92.
ZDA (ex OCA)  ADC 112000-025, DC 112026-62/4-66/68-116/8-
158. 

Additional Note Regarding SPA/ZAA
 These have webbing straps to hold the load in place, wound on small   
winches on the bottom edge of the body, passing through holes in the 
edge of the floor. Frequently these are left laying about on the floor.   
Straps of a similar type are visible on the cover photo of 'BR Wagons 
Vol. 1' (and only).   This can be made by painting masking tape pale blue 
and cutting it into narrow strips (just under 1mm wide). “Used” webbing 
doesn’t look very pale blue!
Some of these wagons had their doors fixed shut by angle-iron being 
welded along the top and back of the sides — these were coded ZCA 
SEAHARE. This can be added using plasticard strip.

  These items can ordered directly from us : please phone or emai for 
prices:

PLASMOR OBAs:  We can supply the end extension pieces for these. 

 C45 Side mouldings from our OTA/A kit for converting Hornby 
/BachmannVans to OTA (ex VDA):

AXLEGUARDS (pair – one wagon) and SPRING. 

Acknowledgements - Ian How, Eric Kemp, Brian Williams, Ian  
MacMillan, Publications as listed in Bibliography, David Larkin's  Wagon 
lists, Plasmor.

       
        More photos on our web pages:     

cambrianmodels.co.uk
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ZCA  -  Seahorse 
These  wagons  were  converted  from  OCA  wagons  during  1989  &  early  1990,  &  totalled  30  wagons. 
Numbers  were:  DC112029/39/40/42/50/59/64/73/76/78/80/82/84/94/112095/98/108/110/131/32/40/42/43/ 47/49/51/54/57.  
They  were  built for  transporting  ballast  to  stockpiles,  in  order to  refill  half-empty  Seacows. The modern term for 
this is a "virtual quarry". 
ASSEMBLY:  As  the  main  instructions.  Ensure  that  the  bottom  edge  of  the  sides  is  level  with  the bottom of the 
floor.  


